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contention is found, or until a portion that does cause logical 
contention is found, in which case the contention digital 
drivers are reported. 
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METHOD OF PREDICTING CONTENTION 
BETWEEN ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DRIVERS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This invention is a continuation in part of applica 
tion Ser. No. 13/345,721, Method of Predicting Electronic 
Circuit Floating Gates, inventor Jesse Conrad Newcomb, 
filed Jan. 8, 2012, now U.S. Pat. No. 8,484,590, and applica 
tion Ser. No. 13/401,704, “Automated Identification of Power 
and Ground Nets in an Integrated Circuit Netlist, Inventor 
Jesse Conrad Newcomb, filed Feb. 21, 2012; application Ser. 
No. 13/401,704 was also a continuation in part of application 
Ser. No. 13/345,721; application Ser. No. 13/345,721 in turn 
was a continuation in part of patent application Ser. No. 
12/694,199, “Circuit States', inventor Jesse Conrad New 
comb, filed Jan. 26, 2010, now U.S. Pat. No. 8,225,251: 
application Ser. No. 12/694,199 in turn claimed the priority 
benefit of U.S. provisional application 61/183,405, "Floating 
Gate Predictor', inventor Jesse Conrad Newcomb, filed Jun. 
2, 2009; application Ser. No. 13/345,721 also claimed the 
priority benefit of U.S. provisional application 61/476,320, 
Analysis of Electronic Circuits’, Inventor Jesse Conrad 
Newcomb, filed Apr. 17, 2011, and the priority benefit of U.S. 
provisional application 6.1/543,395, Analyzer of Electronic 
Circuits’, Inventor Jesse Conrad Newcomb, filed Oct. 5, 
2011; the complete contents of all these applications are 
incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 1. Field of the Invention 
0003 Embodiments of the present invention relate ingen 
eral to the field of electronic circuits, in particular to computer 
Software methods of detecting errors in electronic integrated 
circuit designs. 
0004 2. Description of the Related Art 
0005 Electrical engineers often need to verify that a cir 
cuit will function properly, before it is fabricated as an inte 
grated circuit. The most common way of doing this is to use 
simulation software, such as SPICE. However, there are many 
situations where an electrical circuit may have potential faults 
that will not be detected or predicted by simulation. Hence, 
the engineer often wants to employ additional checking on the 
circuit, using topology as an alternative to time domain simu 
lation. 

0006. One of the most common types of circuit checks is to 
Verify that a particular device, Such as a transistor, is 
adequately (not improperly) connected. Standard industry 
practice is to Subject a circuit design to peer review, wherein 
one might discover, upon inspection of Schematics, that a 
transistor may be connected to a source of Voltage that is too 
high for the ratings of that particular given device. Other 
common circuit checks include: inspection of transistor gate 
terminals to make Sure they're tied to valid signals, inspection 
of power Supply nets to make Sure they're not shorted to 
ground nets, inspection of signal outputs to make Sure they're 
driving the appropriate inputs elsewhere, and so on. 
0007 Modern electronic circuits, such as integrated cir 
cuit chips can often be composed of hundreds of millions of 
electrical components. These can include a diversity of elec 
tronic devices (e.g. field effect transistors (FET) such as 
PFET and NFET devices, metal oxide semiconductor field 
effect transistors (MOSFET), bipolar junction transistors 
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(BJTs), and other sub-circuits, often formed from various 
types of simpler transistor-based circuits. Such chips are 
highly complex to both design and debug. As a result, there 
has been a substantial amount of prior art interest in both 
computer Software methods to design complex electronic 
circuits, and as computer Software methods to simulate the 
function of these complex electronic circuits. 
0008. A "net' is a term for a circuit connection that ties 
multiple electrical device pins together (in math terms and 
graph traversal terms, this is called a “node'). A whole circuit 
consists of many such nets (e.g. net, net, nets ... net). When 
a circuit is represented in the form of a computer storage file, 
it is usually called a “netlist'. It is usually easier to at least 
begin analyzing more complex electronic circuits at the 
netlist level, and thus the computer software used to analyze 
such electronic circuits is sometimes referred to as "netlist 
analyzers. 
0009. One of the most common electronic devices in cir 
cuits is the field effect transistor, or “FET. A FET can gen 
erally be thought of as providing a valve or regulatory func 
tion, where the amount of current passing through the device 
is controlled by its gate terminal, or 'gate'. Because gates are 
the controlling points of the regulatory functions that FETs 
provide, they are of critical importance in the operation of a 
circuit. When a FET is used to drive a digital signal, it is often 
referred to as a digital driver. 
0010. As might be imagined, when highly complex inte 
grated circuit chips are designed, their complexity soon out 
strips the ability of both the human mind (and even sophisti 
cated computer circuit design Software) to understand and 
detect all design problems. One design problem that has been 
particularly difficult for prior art methods to detect and ana 
lyze is when, often due to an unintended design oversight, 
floating FET gates, essentially non-functional or improperly 
functioning portions of the circuit, are created. In a sense 
floating gates act somewhat like uninitialized variables in 
software, because their function is unpredictable (they con 
trol FETs in an unpredictable way). Floating gates can cause 
a complex circuit to either fail outright or act in an erratic and 
undesired manner. 
0011. An alternative type of problem occurs when instead 
of there being no gate or digital driver to a circuit, instead 
accidentally multiple drivers have been created. This type of 
situation, where the intended multiple drivers create multiple 
conflicting current paths at a particular net, is called “conten 
tion'. Although in some types of circuits, such as analog 
circuits, such contention may be intended and useful; in other 
types of circuits contention can be harmful. This is particu 
larly true for digital circuits. Indeed in digital circuits, unin 
tended contention can be viewed as a type of design error that, 
if not caught, can cause the integrated circuit device to act 
unpredictably, consume excess current, generate excess heat, 
and even burn out. 
0012. Thus automated methods of detecting various 
design errors, such as floating gates and contention are of 
considerable interest in the field. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0013 The invention is based, in part, on the insight that the 
logic decision tree type automated floating gate analysis tech 
niques previously taught by the inventor in parent application 
Ser. No. 13/345,721 (now U.S. Pat. No. 8,484,590), applica 
tion Ser. No. 12/694,199 (now U.S. Pat. No. 8,225,251), U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 13/401.704, and provisional appli 
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cations 61/183,405: 61/476,320: 61/543,395; the contents of 
all of which are incorporated herein by reference, could, with 
Some modifications, also be useful for the automated detec 
tion of contention in complex integrated circuit designs. 
0014. As per the above cited applications, the present dis 
closure departs from the traditional use of prior art software 
simulation methods, exemplified by the popular SPICE soft 
ware family, and instead analyzes a complex electrical circuit 
by working backwards using the expanding logic tree 
method. 
0015. As in the previously described floating gate analy 

sis, the present disclosure's Software-based process of work 
ing backwards from smaller sets of digital drivers works by 
taking a computer readable electronic circuit design as input, 
and creating, for each Smaller set of digital drivers, a logical 
tree. The trunk, root, or base of this logical tree rests on (starts 
with) the particular set of digital drivers that are being evalu 
ated. Based on these particular digital drivers, this expanding 
logic tree creates an ever expanding series of branches (each 
from another circuit portion other than the digital drivers) that 
corresponds to how far backwards the analysis extends for 
this particular set of digital drivers. Further, by defining a set 
of Suitable software rules (e.g. logic equations) designed to 
try to characterize the state of a set of digital drivers, the 
contention status of various digital drivers can be rapidly 
identified by the invention's automated methods. Thus for a 
complex circuit with a large number of digital drivers, the 
invention will produce and analyze a correspondingly large 
number of different logical trees. 
0016. The invention’s software implemented methods 
may be implemented on either standard computers (e.g. a 
computerized system or device with at least one processor, 
memory, input and output devices, and the invention’s Soft 
ware, which often will work in conjunction with standard 
operating system software) or computer servers with network 
connections to other computerized devices. 
0017 Thus in some embodiments, the invention may be a 
software implemented method to identify presence of mul 
tiple digital drivers disposed in a manner that creates multiple 
conflicting current paths in complex electronic circuit 
designs. The invention operates by analyzing digital drivers 
by expanding backwards to build a logical tree representation 
of the previous predecessor circuit portions that drive the 
digital driver's state. The previous level of predecessor circuit 
node states earlier in the circuit are checked to see if they 
simultaneously create pull up paths to power nets and pull 
down paths to ground nets, thus logically determining if a 
contention configuration is possible. This back-trace analysis 
is then repeated for the next previous level of predecessor 
circuit portions, further seeking logical contention issues 
within the expanding logic tree. This is continued until either 
no predecessor circuit portion that causes contention is found, 
or until a portion that does cause logical contention is found, 
in which case the contention digital drivers are reported. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0018 FIG. 1 illustrates a high level overview of some of 
the Software modules of a net analyzer upon which various 
embodiments. Such as floating gate detection and contention 
detection, of the present invention may be implemented. 
0019 FIG. 2 illustrates an example of a non-floating net. 
0020 FIG. 3A illustrates an example of a floating gate or 
floating net problem. 
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0021 FIG. 3B illustrates a basic example of contention in 
both a netlist and associated truth table format. 
0022 FIG. 3C illustrates an example to show how when 
focused on floating gate or net issues, the floating gate soft 
ware operates by repeatedly selecting a floating Suspect gate 
node from the portion of the circuit or net of interest, and 
working backward from this selected floating Suspect gate 
node. The software analyzes various levels of predecessor 
circuit portions, and constructs, for each selected floating 
Suspect gate node analyzed, a logic tree to test the hypothesis 
that this particular floating Suspect gate node is in fact float 
1ng. 
0023 FIG. 3D further illustrates the floating gate or net 
example from FIG. 3C where the software has back analyzed 
FET gate node N4 through two levels of predecessor circuits 
that feed into this particular floating Suspect gate node of 
interest. The software represents the function of these prede 
cessor components using simplified equations, and an N4 
based logic tree. This logic tree will be different for every 
floating Suspect gate node analyzed. Here the Software has 
used the N4 based (rooted) logic tree to determine that the 
floating suspect gate node "N4” will float whenever a second 
level predecessor component, node N6 delivers a logical 1 
signal. Thus N4 has now been determined to be connected be 
a floating gate node, and the system has also determined that 
N6 is at least part of the probable cause (failure point) for why 
N4 floats. Similar type methods may also be used to analyze 
contention problems. 
0024 FIG. 3E shows an example of contention analyzed 
using the invention’s expanding logic tree methodology. 
(0025 FIG. 3F shows a slightly different version of FIG. 
3E, which lacks a digital inverter and thus does not reach the 
same contention state as FIG. 3E. 
0026 FIG. 4 illustrates another example of a non-floating 
node. 
0027 FIG. 5 illustrates an example for detecting floating 
nodes by combining multiple devices on a single node. Simi 
lar type methods may also be used to analyze contention 
problems. 
0028 FIG. 6 is a diagram of an expanding logic tree 
method for detecting floating nodes. Similar type expanding 
logic trees may also be used to analyze contention problems. 
0029 FIG. 7 is a logic diagram of a method for detecting 
floating nodes. Similar type methods may also be used to 
analyze contention problems. 
0030 FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a method for detecting 
floating nodes. Similar type flow charts may be used to detect 
contention problems. 
0031 FIG. 9 illustrates a server or other computer type 
device, upon which software to detect either floating gates or 
to detect contention problems, may be implemented. 
0032 FIG. 10 shows a screenshot showing the floating 
gate (or node) detection Software in operation for floating 
node detection. Here the user is entering in the analysis 
parameters for the particular circuit of interest. Similar type 
Software may also be used to enter in the analysis parameters 
to detect contention in the particular circuit of interest. 
0033 FIG. 11 shows a screenshot showing the floating 
gate detection Software in operation. Here a probable floating 
gate node is being reported. In other embodiments, probable 
digital drivers with contention issues may also be reported 
with either similar or different type software interfaces. 
0034 FIG. 12 shows a screenshot showing the floating 
gate detection software in operation. Here a probable cause 
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for a floating gate node is being reported. In other embodi 
ments, probable digital drivers with contention issues may 
also be reported with either similar or different type software 
interfaces. 

0035 FIG. 13 illustrates that not all nets need to be ana 
lyzed for contention. In some embodiments, only a Subset of 
nets need be analyzed, thus speeding up analysis time and 
reducing the chance of unwanted false positives. 
0036 FIG. 14 illustrates an example of how the system 
may automatically find CMOS digital circuit portions by 
tracing NFET and PFET source and drain connections until 
reaching power Supply nets and ground nets. 
0037 FIG. 15 illustrates an example of how the system 
may automatically rule out analyzing certain circuit portions, 
Such as analog portions or dynamic logic portions, where 
contention analysis may be less appropriate. 
0038 FIG. 16 shows a frequent digital circuit method of 
Switching digital signals through “transfer Switches' or 
“passgates' formed by PFET and NFET devices connected 
with a distinctive topology. In some embodiments, the inven 
tion's Software may be configured to recognize such transfer 
Switches/passgates, and simplify the logical tree contention 
analysis process by analyzing at the transfer Switch/pass gate 
level, thus requiring fewer nodes in the logical tree analysis. 
0039 FIG. 17 shows an example of a logical tree conten 
tion analysis of a circuit, here done at the transfer Switch/ 
passgate level. 
0040 FIG. 18 shows a further example of a logical tree 
contention analysis of a circuit, here again done at the transfer 
Switch/passgate level. 
0041 FIG. 19 shows an example of a prioritization 
scheme by which certain types of contention problems may 
be reported. 
0042 FIG. 20 shows a flow chart of how the inventions 
Software may perform the contention analysis. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0043 “Contention' is generally defined as the presence of 
multiple unintended conflicting current paths at a particular 
net, usually between both a sink (pull-down path) to ground, 
and a source (pull-up path) to power. Unintended contention 
is usually bad because in addition to possible unpredictable 
behavior, it also causes the device to consume excess DC 
current. This excess current can cause an integrated circuit 
chip to consume more power than its specified ratings (par 
ticularly problematic for low-power products), or possibly 
even cause burn-out and permanent device failure. 
0044 As previously discussed, the problem of contention 

is usually most important for digital circuits. This is because 
digital signals, by definition, have a maximum Voltage Swing 
(i.e. a digital value is generally either a full power “1” or a full 
ground “0”). As a result, when contention exists in digital 
circuits, there is also the greatest amount of unwanted current 
flow. 
0045. To distinguish this unwanted contention from the 
multiple current paths that often normally and intentionally 
exist in analog circuits, the invention's contention detection 
Software will often seek to detect and then ignore analog 
circuitry, and instead focus its contention detection efforts on 
contention existing between PFETs and NFET devices, par 
ticularly PFET and NFET devices that are incorporated into 
digital circuits. Such PFETs and NFETs devices are often 
separated into different circuit modules, which may be 
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referred to as digital drivers, which are designed to operate at 
full Voltage Swing from power to ground. 
0046 Note however, that the invention does not disclaim 
contention detection in other situations. Instead, often guided 
by user configuration options, the invention may flexibly 
narrow down the number of different types of circuits and nets 
that it examines, depending upon the type of analysis desired. 
In some cases, for example, it may be desirable direct the 
Software to report analog or other non-digital contention. If 
So, it may also be useful to direct the Software to distinguish 
this other type of non-digital contention as being of an alter 
nate type or lower priority type of contention. 
0047. Some specific examples of the more serious or high 
priority types of contention that the present contention detec 
tion invention can detect (preferably early in the design stage) 
include situations with two digital inverters with outputs con 
nected together, and digital multiplexers where one input can 
be sampled (turned on) while another input is still sampled 
(on) from a previous control state. 
0048. In a preferred embodiment, the inventions software 
will often be set to ignore or situations such as analog bias 
networks that generate a Voltage reference output. Indeed, 
unless stated otherwise, the word “contention' as used in the 
specification should frequently be construed as ignoring or 
excepting Such analog cases. 
0049. At a high level then, the present disclosure extends 
on the previous work of Ser. No. 13/345,721 (now U.S. Pat. 
No. 8,484,590), application Ser. No. 12/694,199 (now U.S. 
Pat. No. 8,225.251), U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/401, 
704, and provisional applications 61/183,405; 61/476,320; 
61/543,395, in the following ways: 
0050. 1) A new contention state, “contention', which is 
almost the opposite of a floating gate situation, is introduced. 
In contrast to the earlier floating gate detection methods, 
which can be viewed as detecting the absence of any driver, 
contention detection can be viewed as detecting design errors 
that lead to multiple (too many) drivers. 
0051) 2) For contention analysis, the heuristics of which 
nets to eliminate from analysis, and how to find contention 
victims, are of course different from the earlier floating gate 
disclosures. These unique contention analysis heuristics are 
discussed in depth in this disclosure. 
0.052 3) However the contention analysis methods using 
of expanding logic decision trees, and the basic mathematical 
Boolean approach of proving (or disproving) each case, is 
otherwise very similar to the earlier floating gate disclosures. 
0053 Thus, essentially the present disclosure expands the 
earlier expanding logic decision tree analysis from its earlier 
use in analyzing nets for 1 (pull-up), 0 (pull-down), and Z 
(floating, or lack of any pull-up or pull-down) situations; to 
now perform the additional analysis of a new contention state 
“X” (both pull-up and pull-down). Depending upon how the 
Software analysis is configured, the present contention analy 
sis software can either do contention analysis on a stand-alone 
basis (e.g. analyze 1, 0, and “X”) or in conjunction with a 
floating gate analysis (e.g. analyze 1, 0, Z (floating) and X 
(contention)). 
0054 Thus in some embodiments, the present contention 
techniques can be run alongside of the earlier discussed float 
ing gate analysis, and both floating gates and contention prob 
lems may be reported at the same time, as desired. In other 
embodiments only a contention analysis need be run. Put 
alternatively, the contention analysis can be viewed as being 
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either a stand-alone program, or alternatively as an additional 
module for the floating gate Software discussed previously. 
0055 Although the present disclosure thus uses the 
expanding logic tree methods from the earlier floating gate 
analysis discussed in various parent applications such as Ser. 
No. 13/345,721 (now U.S. Pat. No. 8,484,590), as well as 
drawing some optional but useful methods for power and 
ground net application from parent application Ser. No. 
13/401.704, to avoid redundancy, and to focus on the present 
contention methods, these previous methods will only be 
reiterated here, at a relatively high level, in Summary form. 
For additional detail, it is particularly useful to review parent 
application Ser. No. 13/345,721 (now U.S. Pat. No. 8,484, 
590), and Ser. No. 13/401,704, the complete contents of 
which are incorporated herein by reference. 
0056. In some embodiments then, the invention may be a 
computerized software implemented method for identifying 
instances of digital drivers that are in a contention configura 
tion. This contention configuration will generally create mul 
tiple conflicting current paths with respect to power or ground 
nets in an electronic circuit design specification. This elec 
tronic circuit design specification will generally be a com 
puter readable form of a netlist of a complex integrated circuit 
chip, composed of a plurality of nets and electrically inter 
connected transistors. 

0057 The inventions software, when loaded onto a suit 
able analysis computer (with at least one processor) and run 
ning, will generally operate by first reading the computer 
readable electronic circuit design, and will then automatically 
determine which of the various transistors are configured as 
digital drivers, usually using various criteria which will be 
described shortly. 
0058. Then for each net comprised of a plurality of digital 
drivers for which an analysis is desired (here inclusion and 
exclusion criteria will also be described shortly), the software 
will perform a logic expansion to create a logic tree represen 
tation of a previous level of predecessor circuit portions that 
drive a state of each said digital driver. The software will use 
various heuristic methods, to be described shortly, to deter 
mine if any states of predecessor nodes in the previous level of 
the predecessor circuit portions are such as to simultaneously 
create a pull up path to a power net, and a pull down path to a 
ground net, thereby indicating a potential contention configu 
ration. 

0059. The software will then repeat this logic expansion 
for the next previous levels of the predecessor circuit por 
tions, and will continue to look for logical conflicts within the 
expanding logic tree representation. This process will con 
tinue until the software can determine that either no prede 
cessor circuit portion can cause said potential contention 
configuration, or until the Software identifies a predecessor 
circuit portion that does cause a potential contention configu 
ration. 

0060. If the software detects a predecessor circuit portion 
that does cause a potential contention configuration-is iden 
tified, then generally the software will then report the identity 
of each digital driver in this potential contention predecessor 
circuit portion as a potential contention digital driver. 
0061 This reporting can be done by various methods. 
Normally the results will at least be stored in memory, and 
then often further analyzed and eventually output to other 
devices (e.g. external memory storage, display output, printed 
output). 
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0062. As per the earlier floating gate art exemplified by 
Ser. No. 13/345,721 (now U.S. Pat. No. 8,484,590), the logic 
tree representation is a generally Boolean logic tree. Further, 
due to the way it operates, the method inherently provides, or 
can at least be readily configured to provide, a logical proofto 
identify that the identified digital driver in the potential con 
tention predecessor circuit portion is a potential contention 
digital driver. 
0063) Note further that, in contrast to prior art time-do 
main simulation methods such as SPICE, the inventions 
methods do not depend on user Submitted input conditions. 
This is advantageous because such user Submitted input con 
ditions are not always accurate or complete. Because the 
present methods operate free from user Submitted input con 
ditions, the method is able to find design errors, such as 
contention, that prior art time-domain type simulation meth 
ods can miss. 
0064. As will be discussed, to avoid generating too many 
false positives, and to alert users to the most severe or highest 
priority contention situations, often it will be useful to further 
analyze the potential contention digital drivers through either 
a list of exclusions, and/or a prioritization list, and then report 
at least the non-excluded results the users (either human or 
machine users) listed by priority. 
0065. Before going further into the details however, some 
additional background will be reviewed: 
0066. Definition of “digital” 
0067. The overwhelmingly most common form of digital 
circuits in the industry is CMOS (Complementary Metal 
Oxide Semiconductor). CMOS circuits are wired to operate 
complimentarily, where either a PFET pull-up path to power 
is turned on, or an NFET pull-down path to ground is turned 
on. CMOS “output nodes (those that drive a signal/aspecific 
value between stages of logic) are designed to either be pow 
ered or grounded, and not left floating or in contention. Thus 
it is often useful to configure the contention analysis Software 
to favor CMOS circuits over other circuit types. 

Finding Digital Drivers 

0068. The invention's automated analysis methods are 
able to automatically detect digital drivers because CMOS 
driver "output nodes have some common basic characteris 
tics. These are that in the path(s) of all NFETs to ground, there 
will appear gating signals that are also fully contained in the 
path(s) of all PFETs to power. That is, due to the complemen 
tary nature of CMOS, the same signals that gate NFETs to 
ground will also gate PFETs to power; When these gating 
signals change between digital one and Zero states, they 
combine to either turn on PFETs (pull up the output), or turn 
on NFETs (pull down the output). 
0069. To find a digital driver, a software based inspection 

is made of the pull down (NFET) paths to ground, and the pull 
up (PFET) paths to power, from the given output node. The 
software traces these NFET and PFET paths, and checks that 
each gating signal found controlling one group of paths (for 
example the NFET paths) also appears as a gating signal 
controlling the other group of paths (for example the PFET 
paths). 
0070 If the software finds that a total set overlap (no 
differences) exists between the NFET gating signals and the 
PFET gating signals, then the Software concludes that a 
CMOS logic driver has been encountered. 
0071. If (A) no set overlap exists, or (B) some diode 
connected FETs are encountered, then the software will con 
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clude that at least this portion of the circuit is analog. As 
previously discussed, the software will often exclude such 
analog circuit portions from Subsequent contention checking 
because too many uninteresting false positives will otherwise 
be generated. 
0072. If the software finds that only partial set overlap 
exists (some union and some differences) between the NFET 
gating signals and the PFET gating signals, then the Software 
concludes that the circuit is most likely dynamic logic. 
Dynamic logic is relatively rare, but as per analog nets often 
is not as interesting a candidate for contention checking Thus 
in addition to excluding analog circuits from contention 
analysis, the software will often be configured to exclude 
dynamic logic from contention checking as well. 
0073. The invention is particularly useful for finding cases 
(which prior art found difficult to detect) where two different 
driver circuits, which may be relatively separated from each 
other in the integrated circuit design, interact in unfortunate 
and unexpected ways. Such problems can often occur 
because modern integrated circuits are often constructed by 
connecting various pre-existing circuit modules and the 
design engineers and/or the design engineering Software may 
not have full visibility into the different modules at the time of 
initial design. Thus the different modules are accidentally 
configured with too many conflicting digital drivers, creating 
hidden design errors. The invention is particularly good at 
finding these hidden design errors. 
0074) Given that the expanding logic tree methods of the 
present invention are based on the inventor's earlier expand 
ing logic tree methods discussed in parent application Ser. 
No. 13/345,721 (now U.S. Pat. No. 8,484,590), it is useful to 
present the present contention art in the context of the figures 
and methods previously discussed in application Ser. No. 
13/345,721. 
0075 FIG. 1 illustrates a high level overview of some of 
the Software modules of a net analyzer upon which various 
embodiments, such as both the floating gate detection and 
contention detection, of the invention may be implemented. 
0076 More specifically, FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram 
of the software net analyzer (100) upon which embodiments 
of the present invention may be implemented. In one embodi 
ment, the net analyzer software (100) comprises an input/ 
output module (110), a circuit construction module (120), a 
net identifier module (130), a net equation allocation module 
(140), a net equation resolution module (150), and a history 
module (160). In other embodiments, modules of the net 
analyzer (100) are merged and/or performed outside the net 
analyzer (100). As previously discussed, this software (100) 
will be run on a computerized device, such as the server 
shown in FIG. 9, or other computerized device with at least 
one processor, memory, input and output devices, and often a 
network connection as well. 

0077 FIG. 2 illustrates an example (200) from application 
Ser. No. 13/345,721 showing an example of a non-floating 
net. The example (200) shows Net A (201) coupled to device 
(210) and device (220), Net B (202) coupled to device (210), 
NetC (203) coupled to device (220), and NetD (204) coupled 
to device (210), device (220) and device (230). In the Ser. No. 
13/345,721 example (200), the net analyzer (100) determined 
that a gate of device (230) is coupled to the Net D (204), 
wherein the Net D (204) is coupled to devices that have 
varying States, and thereby may “suspect' that the gate of 
device (230) may float. To determine if the gate of device 
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(230) may float, the net analyzer (100) assigned the proposed 
net state of “float” to Net D (204) represented by the expres 
S1O. 

(0078 Net D=Z if device 210=Z) & device 220=Z (a) 
wherein Z signifies “float'. The software also performed 
other logical tests that may be seen in more detail in applica 
tion Ser. No. 13/345,721 and the other previously discussed 
citations. 
0079. By contrast, as previously discussed in Ser. No. 
13/345,721, FIG. 3A shows an example of a floating gate or 
floating net problem. 
0080 More specifically, FIG. 3A example (300) shows 
Net E (301) coupled to device (310) and device (330), Net F 
(302) coupled to device (310), Net G (303) coupled to devices 
(320-330) and device (350), Net H (304) coupled to device 
(310) and device (320), NetJ (305) coupled to device (320) 
and devices (340-350), and Net K (306) coupled to device 
(350). In the example (300), the net analyzer (100) deter 
mined that a gate of device (340) is coupled to the NetJ (305), 
wherein the NetJ (305) is coupled to devices that have vary 
ing states, and thereby may 'suspect' that the gate of device 
(340) may float. To determine if the gate of device (340) may 
float, the net analyzer (100) assigns the proposed net state of 
“float” to NetJ (305), wherein the hypothesis is “Does Net J 
float (equals Z)?, whereby the hypothesis of “NetJ floats' is 
true if conditions are satisfied, that is, device (320) and device 
(350) float, and wherein the hypothesis is represented by the 
expression: 
I0081 Net J=Z if device 320-Z) & device 350=Z (e), 
wherein Z signifies “float'. The software also performed 
other logical tests that may be seen in more detail in applica 
tion Ser. No. 13/345,721 and the other previously discussed 
citations. 
I0082 Turning now to the present contention teaching, 
FIG. 3B shows a very basic example of contention in both a 
netlist and associated truth table format. 
I0083. As previously discussed, contention may be most 
generally defined as the presence of multiple unintended con 
flicting current paths at a particular net, where both a sink 
(pull-down path) to ground and a source (pull-up path) to 
power exists. 
I0084. Also as previously discussed, although strictly 
speaking, contention can exist in many types of circuits— 
digital circuits, analog circuits, dynamic logic circuits, and 
the like, it is generally most important or serious (for circuit 
design debugging purposes) when it is inadvertently intro 
duced during the design stage for digital circuits. This is 
because the amount of unforeseen current flow is usually 
largest for digital circuits. By contrast, analog circuits often 
include constant current flow (which can be thought of as 
contention) as a deliberate design feature. So although the 
invention’s methods can be used to call out any and all cases 
of contention, as a practical matter, often it is preferable to 
narrow down the analysis to the most important cases, and 
optionally also prioritize the results in terms of potential 
interest to the engineers who may be debugging a particular 
integrated circuit design. 
I0085. One way to start narrowing the analysis down to a 
more useful level is to have the software focus on contention 
as it exists between various related PFET and NFET devices 
in digital circuits. 
I0086. In one simple example of contention, the net Y 
(B307) is in a contention state, due to the surrounding circuit. 
A current sink path exists through NFET (B306) to ground, 
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and a current source path exists through PFETs (B304) and 
(B302) to power. The circuit can reach a state of contention on 
net Y (B307) under certain circumstances. This can be proven 
by a logical decision tree analysis, as will be shown in FIG. 
3E. 

I0087 Net A (B301) goes low to turn on PFET (B302) and 
net B (B303) goes low to turn on PFET (B304), thus deliver 
ing a source of current from power to net Y (B307). Net B 
(B303) goes low to cause net G (B305) to go high, due to 
digital inversion. Net G (B305) turns on NFET (B306), thus 
delivering a current sink to ground. With both a sink and 
source, net Y (B307) is thus in contention. A summary of the 
findings that these various inputs can result in contention is 
also shown in truth table (B310) 
0088 Returning to the earlier floating gate work that 
inspired the present invention, FIG.3C illustrates an example 
to show how when focused on floating gate or net issues, the 
floating gate embodiment of the invention's methods operates 
by repeatedly selecting a floating Suspect gate node from the 
portion of the circuit or net of interest, and working backward 
from this selected floating Suspect gate node. The floating 
gate Software analyzes various levels of predecessor circuit 
portions, and constructs, for each selected floating Suspect 
gate node analyzed, a logic tree to test the hypothesis that this 
particular floating Suspect gate node is in fact floating. 
I0089 More specifically, FIG.3C illustrates an example to 
show how the earlier floating gate Software methods operated 
by repeatedly selecting a different floating Suspect gate from 
the portion of the circuit or net of interest, and working 
backward from this selected floating Suspect gate. The float 
ing gate analysis software analyzed various levels of prede 
cessor circuit portions, and constructed, for each selected 
floating Suspect gate analyzed, a logic tree to test the hypoth 
esis that this particular floating Suspect gate was in fact float 
1ng. 
0090. In this example, assume that node N4, having the 
gate of transistor 361, has passed the first level Screening, and 
has been designated as a floating Suspect. The floating gate 
detection software sets the root or trunk (362) of the logical 
tree (363) with N4=Z, and begins analyzing the next (1 level) 
layer of circuitry (364), which in this case is transistors 371 
and 373. Essentially the software is evaluating the truth (or 
“truthfulness”) of the hypothesis that N4 has an undefined 
“Z” level (i.e. N4 is floating) under certain input conditions. 
The software also performed other logical tests that may be 
seen in more detail in application Ser. No. 13/345,721 and the 
other previously discussed citations. 
0091 FIG. 3D further illustrates the floating gate or net 
example from FIG. 3C where the floating gate detection soft 
ware had back analyzed FET gate node N4 through two levels 
of predecessor circuits that feed into this particular floating 
Suspect gate node of interest. The floating gate detection 
software represented the function of these predecessor com 
ponents using simplified equations, and an N4 based logic 
tree. This logic tree will be different for every floating suspect 
gate node analyzed. Here the floating gate analysis Software 
used the N4 based (rooted) logic tree to determine that the 
floating suspect gate node "N4” will float whenever a second 
level predecessor component, node N6 delivers a logical 1 
signal. Thus the floating gate detection Software determined 
that N4 is (or was) connected be a floating gate node, and the 
system also determined that N6 is at least part of the probable 
cause (failure point) for why N4 floats. Similar type methods 
may also be used to analyze contention problems. 
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0092 FIG. 3D further illustrates the example from FIG. 
3C where the floating gate detection software has now back 
analyzed gate N4 (361) through two levels of predecessor 
circuits (364), (365) that feed into this particular floating 
Suspect gate of interest (361). The floating gate detection 
software represented the function of these predecessor com 
ponents using simplified equations (366, 367), and an N4 
based logic tree. This logic tree will be different for every 
floating Suspect gate analyzed. Here the floating gate detec 
tion software has used the N4 based (rooted, or trunk) logic 
tree (363. 371) to determine that the floating suspect gate 
“N4” will float whenever a second level predecessor compo 
nent, N6 (365) delivers a logical 1 signal. Thus N4 has now 
been determined to be a probable floating gate (370), and the 
system has also determined that N6 is at least part of the 
probable cause (failure point) for why N4 floats (372). 
0093 Similarly, in the present contention invention, con 
tention may also be analyzed using a similar type of expand 
ing logic tree methodology. This is shown in FIG. 3E. 
0094 FIG. 3E shows the circuit from 3B, now further 
analyzed using the same type of expanding logic decision tree 
methods previously used for the floating gate detection soft 
ware. As previously discussed for FIG. 3B, the contention 
detection software can determine that net Y (B307) is in a 
contention state, due to the Surrounding circuit. A current sink 
path exists through NFET (B306) to ground, and a current 
source path exists through PFETs (B304) and (B302) to 
power. The circuit can reach a state of contention on net Y 
(B307) under certain circumstances, as proven by the deci 
sion tree (E310). 
(0095 Net A (B301) goes low to turn on PFET (B302) and 
net B (B303) goes low to turn on PFET (B304), thus deliver 
ing a source of current from power to net Y (B307). Net B 
(B303) goes low to cause net G (B305) to go high, due to 
digital inversion. Net G (B305) turns on NFET B306, thus 
delivering a current sink to ground. With both a sink and 
source, net Y (B307) is thus in contention. 
0096. Note, however, that FIG. 3E still shows contention 
at a more general level. As previously discussed, running at 
Such a general level can generate too many false positive 
results. Thus a more focused usefully narrowed example of 
contention will be discussed later on in the specification in 
FIG. 17 and related discussion. 

0097. In order to illustrate how even minor differences in 
circuit design can have important differences in ultimate con 
tention results, consider FIG. 3F. FIG. 3F shows a slightly 
different version of FIG.3E, which lacks a digital inverter and 
thus does not reach the same contention state as FIG. 3E. 

0098. Thus FIG. 3F is based on FIG. 3E, but with one 
important difference: FIG. 3F has no digital inverter, and 
therefore cannot reach the same contention state that FIG.3E 
has. 
(0099. Here, the underlying logic is that Net B (F503) must 
be low to turn on PFET (F504), but the same net B (F503) 
must be high to turn on NFET (F506). This presents a conflict 
for the requirements of net B (F503), shown in the corre 
sponding decision tree (F510). The state of net B high is 
represented by tree node (F511), while the state of net Blow 
is represented by tree node (F512). Both states (F511) and 
(F512) lead up to the hypothesis node (F513) through “and” 
operator (F514), therefor ruling out this circuit net Y (F507) 
as contention: The net Y (F507) cannot receive a contention 
state because of the logical conflicts between state nodes 
(F511) and (F512), both of which are required. 
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0100. In order better show how the present contention 
methods generally utilize much of the earlier floating gate 
teaching with respect to expanding logic trees, FIGS. 4-12 
reiterate and Summarize the relevant teaching from parent 
application Ser. No. 13/345,721 and the other previously 
discussed citations. 
0101 Returning again to the earlier floating point analysis 
methods, FIG. 4 illustrates another example to show that a 
node may not float. 
0102 More specifically, FIG. 4 illustrates another 
example (400) to show a situation when a net may be shown 
not to float. The example (400) shows NetM (401) coupled to 
device (410) and device (420), NetN (402) coupled to devices 
(420-430) and device (480), Net P (403) coupled to device 
(430) and device (440), Net R (404) coupled to device (430) 
and devices (460-470), Net S (405) coupled to device (440) 
and device (460), and NetT (406) coupled to device (460) and 
device (480). In the example (400), the floating gate detection 
software (net analyzer 100) determines an input to device 
(470) is suspect, and therefore analyzes Net R (404). To 
determine if the Net R (404) floats, the net analyzer 100 
knows that the devices (440-450), transfer gates, need both be 
turned off (using determination of truth tables, as described 
herein), that is control equal 0, or need to have a Zinput. Thus, 
the net analyzer 100 postulates that Net R=Z if: 
(0103 Net P=ZNet N=O & Net S=Z Net T=O(k). 
0104. The software also performed other logical tests that 
may be seen in more detail in application Ser. No. 13/345,721 
and the other previously discussed citations. 
0105 FIG. 5 illustrates an example for detecting floating 
nodes by combining multiple devices on a single node. Simi 
lar type methods may also be used to analyze contention 
problems. 
0106 FIG. 5 illustrates an example (500) for detecting 
floating nets by combining multiple devices on a single net, 
the general principles of which can also be applied to the 
present invention. The example (500) shows Net (505) 
coupled to a PFET (510), a PFET (520), an NFET (530), an 
NFET (540), and a resistor (550). In one embodiment, when 
the floating gate detection software (net analyzer (100)) ana 
lyzes a net, the net analyzer (100) considers combinations of 
several devices based on a lookup table and based on a type of 
device coupled to the net. For example, if the net analyzer 
(100) determines ifNet (505) is high, then an expression may 
be used such as: PFET 510=1|PFET 520=1|Resistor 550=1, 
as any PFET or resistor may pull high. In this situation, the net 
analyzer (100) does not use expressions for the NFETs (530 
540), as the NFET may only pull the Net (505) to 0, and the 
net analyzer (100) is "optimistic' by looking at every combi 
nation where the Net (505) may be high. Additionally, by not 
including the NFETs, the netanalyzer (100) has fewer expres 
sions in the equation. 
0107 FIG. 6 is a diagram of a tree of a method for detect 
ing floating nodes. Similar type trees may also be used to 
analyze contention problems. 
0108 FIG. 6 is a diagram of a tree (600) (e.g. expanding 
logic tree) of a method for detecting floating nets, and this 
basic type of method may also be used for the present con 
tention art as well. As illustrated, the tree (600) comprises 
nodes, such as node (610), relationships, such as relationship 
(612), and expressions, such as expression (614). The tree 
(600) is used to illustrate logic expressions, node relation 
ships, and the like. The relationships couple two or more 
nodes. For example, the relationship (612) couples node 
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(610) and node (625). The expressions are logic dispositions. 
The tree (600) expands from node (610), a top node, down 
ward as the net analyzer (100) resolves a hypothesis. The top 
node, the node (610), of the tree (600) contains a hypothesis. 
The hypothesis is “C=z”, that is, “Does net C float?” As the 
net analyzer (100) progresses down the tree (600), the 
hypothesis may be either proved or disproved. 
0109 FIG. 7 is a logic diagram of a method for detecting 
floating nodes. Similar type methods may also be used to 
analyze contention problems. 
0110 More specifically, FIG. 7 is a logic diagram of a 
method for detecting floating nets. At (710), the net analyzer 
(100) determines a net to analyze. The determination may be 
based on Suspect nodes, as discussed herein, methodical, or 
user defined, such as looking at a particular section of a 
circuit. After the net analyzer determines the net to analyzer, 
at (715), the net analyzer (100) develops a net equation to 
represent a state based on a hypothesis, as discussed herein. 
0111. At (720), the net analyzer (100) determines if the net 
equation is reducible, as discussed herein. If the net equation 
is reducible, then the net equation is reduced at (725) and 
loops back to check if the net equation may be reduced again 
at (720). If the net equation is not reducible, at this time, the 
net analyzer (100) determines, at (730), ifa substitute expres 
sion may be made, as discussed herein. If a Substitute expres 
sion may be made, the net analyzer Substitutes an expression 
at (735). If the substitution is made, the net analyzer (100) 
checks again to determine if the net equation is reducible at 
(720). 
0112 FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a method for detecting 
floating nodes. Similar type flow charts may be used to detect 
contention problems. 
0113 More specifically, although FIG. 8 shows a flow 
chart of a method for detecting floating nets, the flow chart for 
the present contention invention Software can be quite similar. 
In step (810) the net analyzer (100) derives a net equation 
representing a net state of a circuit net. The net equation is 
derived from at least one other net state, as discussed herein 
and in more detail in application Ser. No. 13/345,721 and the 
other previously discussed citations. 
0114. In various embodiments, the net analyzer (100) 
determines a Suspect failure point (e.g. the probable cause of 
the floating gate) prior to determining the truth status of the 
net equation. The Suspect failure point (or probable cause) is 
determined based on device configuration. 
0115 FIG. 9 illustrates a server or other computer type 
device, upon which embodiments of either the software to 
screen for floating gates, or the invention’s Software to detect 
contention problems, may be implemented. 
0116 FIG. 9 illustrates a computer server (900). The 
server (900) will generally consist of at least one computer 
processor, memory, and other devices such as network inter 
faces, operating system Software, I/O interfaces, and the like. 
As illustrated, the server (900) comprises a software applica 
tion (910) (such as the inventions circuit analysis software), 
and a storage device (920). The application (910) is config 
ured to run on the server, and configured to perform the 
functions of the net analyzer 100. The storage device (920) 
may be configured to store information, Such as net states, net 
configurations, and/or any other information. 
0117. In various embodiments, the server (900) contains a 
computer readable medium having embodied thereon a pro 
gram (e.g. the invention’s contention analysis software), the 
program being executable by a computing device for per 
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forming the invention’s methods. The program is configured 
to receive circuit configuration information from a user; and 
return net state information to the user. 

0118 Various alternatives, modifications, and equivalents 
may also be used. For example, the net analyzer (100) may 
operate remotely or be accessed via a network. In another 
example, the net analyzer (100) may access multiple CPU 
located on different computers to perform net state analysis. 
0119 FIG. 10 shows a screenshot showing an example of 
the floating gate detection Software in operation for floating 
node detection. Here the user is entering in the analysis 
parameters for the particular circuit of interest. Similar type 
Software may also be used to enter in the analysis parameters 
to detect contention in the particular circuit of interest. 
0120 FIG. 10 shows the floating gate detection software's 
setup phase. Here the user is manually entering in the defini 
tions of the circuit's power supply nets. In alternative embodi 
ments, discussed in more detail in parent application Ser. No. 
13/401.704, the contents of which are incorporated herein by 
reference, the software may automatically identify the power 
and ground nets. However in this screenshot, the user is 
manually entering in the names of the power nets, as well as 
the Voltages these power nets hold during normal circuit 
operation. 
0121 FIG. 11 shows a screenshot showing the floating 
gate detection Software in operation. Here a probable floating 
gate node is being reported. In other embodiments, probable 
digital drivers with contention issues may also be reported 
with either similar or different type software interfaces. 
0122. In FIG. 11, the circuit analysis has been completed, 
and the reported floating gate(s) are shown in a tabular list 
format. To obtain more information about a particular floating 
gate of interest, the user can click any one of the floating gates 
(line items), and see more details of that specific floating gate. 
This information can include items such as the floating gate's 
location or point in the overall circuit, the full path used to 
reach that net or device, and so on. Similar type information 
can also be reported for digital drivers that are shown to be in 
contention. 

0123 FIG. 12 shows a screenshot showing the floating 
gate detection software in operation. Here a probable cause 
for a floating gate node is being reported. In other embodi 
ments, probable digital drivers with contention issues may 
also be reported with either similar or different type software 
interfaces. 

0.124 Specifically, FIG. 12 provides additional informa 
tion as to what made this particular gate a floating gate. Here 
the user has clicked on a floating gate of interest (see FIG. 11 
above), and now sees the reduced set of nets (i.e. Zooming in 
to the most relevant nets) that relate to that selected floating 
gate of interest. This additional information can include 
nearby connections, as well as nets that either A) drive the 
signal to the floating gate and/or B) control the on/off state of 
other that then in turn drive signal to the floating gate. The 
same type of methods can also be used for the present con 
tention detection art. 

0.125 Going forward, FIG. 13-20 focus more specifically 
on the unique aspects of the heuristics behind the present 
automated contention detection art. 

0126 FIG. 13 illustrates that not all nets need to be ana 
lyzed for contention. In some embodiments, only a Subset of 
nets need be analyzed, thus both speeding up analysis time 
and reducing the chance of unwanted false positives. 
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I0127 Generally, and in a preferred embodiment, the speed 
of the analysis can be improved, and fewer uninteresting false 
positive results will be generated, if the various nets to test for 
contention are first filtered from the overall circuit (much 
bigger set of nets, not necessary to test). Put alternatively, the 
contention software can be directed not to bother to analyze 
these portions of the circuit. Some of the various possible 
filtering steps are shown in FIG. 13. 
I0128 FIG. 13 shows that although all nets (1303) in the 
larger circuit may be investigated for reduction/elimination, 
often multiple reduction/elimination steps may be used. In 
this example, a smaller subset (1304) of nets are found to 
connect directly to, or have DC resistive paths, to both NFET 
and PFET source/drain pins, which is one important conten 
tion criteria. 

I0129. An even smaller subset (1305), derived from (1304), 
ofnets are also not connected to analog circuit portions. Since 
analyzing analog circuit portions generally generates too 
many contention false positives, it is often useful to further 
exclude analog circuits as well. 
I0130. An even smaller subset (1306), derived from (1305), 
of nets are found to be outputs of CMOS digital logic, which 
helps further find the most relevant contention cases. 
I0131 Finally, a further reduced subset (1307), derived 
from (1306), of nets are found to be either(A) spanning across 
multiple logic circuit portions or (B) connected to the signal 
paths of Switch components. Design errors frequently occur 
in these regions, and thus this subset (1307) is often a par 
ticularly important “go to” spot for contention checking Thus 
the nets in subset (1307) are, by far, the most likely to exhibit 
the most significant (from a design standpoint) cases of con 
tention if contention exists anywhere in the whole circuit 
(1303). 
0.132. However not all reduction/elimination steps need to 
be done for any particular analysis. In some embodiments, it 
may be useful to analyze more of the circuit to identify more 
borderline undesirable contention situations. Some of these 
various reduction/elimination steps will be discussed in more 
detail later in the specification. 
0.133 Thus it is often useful in the automated contention 
analysis to direct the Software to select those nets in said 
electronic circuit design that connect either directly, or by DC 
resistive paths, to both PFET and NFET source drain pins. 
0.134 Similarly, it is often also useful in the automated 
contention analysis to direct the software to further select 
those nets that are determined to have CMOS digital logic 
outputs, but not connected to analog circuit portions of said 
electronic circuit design. For these purposes, the Software 
may be configured to recognize that such analog circuit por 
tions of the electronic circuit design comprise circuit portions 
with at least one of diodes, diode-tied FETS, capacitors, 
capacitor-tied FETs, or bipolar transistors. 
0.135 For the previously discussed reasons, it is also often 
useful in the automated contention analysis to direct the Soft 
ware to further give higher analysis priority to nets that either 
span across multiple logic circuit portions of the electronic 
circuit design, or which are connected to signal paths of 
Switch components of the electronic circuit. It is also often 
useful to configure the Software to reporting the contention 
results to a user in a manner that gives higher priority to nets 
that either span across multiple logic circuit portions of said 
electronic circuit design, or which are connected to signal 
paths of Switch components of said electronic circuit. 
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0136. Since the heuristics of contention detection differ 
Substantially from the earlier floating gate art, these conten 
tion detection heuristics are now discussed in more detail. 
0.137 In some embodiments, it is useful to configure the 
contention detection Software to recognize that digital drivers 
comprise PFET and NFET devices or switches comprised of 
a combination of PFET and NFET devices. 
0.138. In some embodiments, it is also useful to configure 
the contention detection software to recognize that the digital 
drivers can be determined by automatically tracing NFET 
pull down paths to ground nets, and PFET pull up paths to 
power nets. The Software can also determine when a gating 
signal controlling the NFET pull down paths also is a gating 
signal controlling the PFET pull up paths. 
0139 FIG. 14 illustrates an example of how the system 
may automatically find CMOS digital circuit portions by 
tracing NFET and PFET source and drain connections until 
reaching power Supply nets and ground nets. 
0140. In this example, consider circuit (1450), and the 
general problem of finding CMOS digital circuit portions. 
Here the software can be configured to determine that Net 
(1407) is an output, as it has both NFET (1405) and PFET 
(1404) source/drain connections. To ascertain that net (1407) 
is, indeed, a CMOS digital output net, the software may take 
the following steps: 
0141. The software may trace outward through encoun 
tered PFETs (1404) and (1403) until reaching their positive 
power Supply net, and trace outward through encountered 
NFETs (1405) and (1406) until reaching their ground net. 
During this tracing, the Software can also gather the list of nets 
connected to gates of the encountered NFETs and PFETs. 
The software can then compare the PFET gate nets (1401) & 
(1402) against the NFET gate nets (1401) & (1402). 
0142. In this example, the software would determine that 
set (1430) of PFET gate nets is a complete overlap of the set 
(1431) of NFET gate nets. Given this complete overlap of 
PFET and NFET gate nets between sets (1430) & (1431), the 
software can then conclude that circuit portion 1450 consists 
of CMOS digital logic. 
0143. Example circuit portion (1460) is another form of 
CMOS digital topology, however in this case the logic output 
1417 has a third state of “off, in addition to the logic states of 
“high” and “low”. 
0144. In this example, the software can still identify the 
circuit portion type, because the output net (1417) can be 
identified by its connections to source/drain pins of both 
NFET and PFET types. Then from (1417), the software can 
explore the circuit outward through PFETs (1414) & (1413), 
while the gate nets (1411) & (1412) of said PFETs are noted. 
Similarly, from (1417), the circuit is explored through NFETs 
(1415) & (1416), while the gate nets (1411) & (1412) of said 
NFETs are noted. Finally, the software can make a compari 
son between the set (1432) of PFET gate nets and set (1433) 
of NFET gate nets. The software will again find that the two 
sets (1432) & (1433) are complete overlaps of each other, and, 
the software can then conclude that the circuit portion (1460) 
also consists of CMOS digital logic. 
0145 FIG. 15 illustrates an example of how the system 
may automatically rule out analyzing other certain circuit 
portions. Such as analog portions or dynamic logic portions, 
where contention analysis may be less appropriate. 
0146 Circuit portion (1550), shown in FIG. 15, has many 
characteristics of CMOS logic as previously described in 
FIG. 14, however there is one key difference that would cause 
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(1550) to be rejected by the invention’s software as in fact not 
being CMOS logic. This difference is that the sets (1530) & 
(1531) of PFET and NFET gates nets are not complete over 
laps of each other. Specifically set (1530) of PFET gate nets is 
a subset of set (1531)NFET gate nets. 
0147 This therefore indicates that the circuit portion 1550 

is not CMOS logic. In fact, circuit portion 1550 is instead an 
example of dynamic logic, where contention testing is often 
less useful as well. Thus in many embodiments, the software 
may be configured to reject (not analyze) this type of dynamic 
logic circuit as well. 
0.148. Thus circuit portion (1560) is another example that 
may at first seem to be CMOS logic, but which can then be 
automatically ruled out by the invention’s software after 
closer inspection. In this case, while exploring the PFET 
(1512) as a path to power supply, the software encounters a 
gate net (1513). The connections on gate net (1513) include 
diode-tied PFET (1514). The software can be configured to 
recognize that this “pollutes' the concept of CMOS digital 
logic (e.g. if encounter diode-tied PFET, then CMOS digital 
logic=false). Thus with this software configuration, the pres 
ence of diode (1514) is enough to rule out circuit portion 
(1560) as being a possible CMOS digital logic. Here the 
invention’s Software may be configured to automatically 
determine that the whole of (1560) is considered to be analog, 
and thus the contention analysis software will often automati 
cally exclude (1560) from contention analysis as well. 
0149 Again, this optional step is done because (1560) 
(and also 1550) because contention is often not an issue in 
analog circuits, and usually is also not an issue in dynamic 
logic circuits either. Thus often a contention analysis here will 
have little value. 
0150. It should be noted that these methods require that the 
analysis Software understand which circuit nets are power 
nets and which circuit nets are ground nets. In some embodi 
ments, these power and ground nets may be defined prior to 
the time that analysis starts, and indeed may initially part of 
the computer readable electronic circuit design, or manually 
entered in by the user, as was shown in the floating gate 
analysis example in FIG. 10. 
0151. However it is not required that the power and ground 
nets be defined prior to the analysis. In some embodiments, 
the methods of parent Ser. No. 13/401.704, “Automated Iden 
tification of Power and Ground Nets in an Integrated Circuit 
Netlist, the contents of which are incorporated herein by 
reference, may be used to automatically analyze the elec 
tronic circuit design and automatically determine the various 
power and ground nets. 
0152 Briefly, the methods of Ser. No. 13/401,704 can be 
used to automatically determine, without prior information, 
those nets that are statistically likely to be power or ground 
nets based on a statistical analysis. The methods of Ser. No. 
13/401,704 also operate by using at least one computer pro 
cessor, Software, and memory to analyze the nets from a 
larger electronic circuit design netlist. 
0153. However in this case for each analyzed net the soft 
ware determines the electrical properties of each device or 
device terminal that is coupled to the analyzed net, and sorts 
the electrical properties for each device or device terminal 
into a series of bins, thereby creating a mathematical descrip 
tion of overall electrical properties of various devices that are 
coupled to the analyzed net. 
0154 The software then compares this mathematical 
description with at least one preset mathematical description 
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of a power net or a ground net. If this mathematical descrip 
tion falls within at least one preset mathematical description 
of a power net or a ground net, then at the power and ground 
analysis software can at least provisionally determine that the 
analyzed net is a power net or a ground net, and store a result 
of this determining in memory for later use (such as use for 
contention analysis purposes, or floating gate analysis pur 
poses). 
0155 Here often the devices coupled to the analyzed net 
can include PMOS transistors, NMOS transistors, diodes, 
and capacitors, and the bins comprise a total number of device 
terminals coupled to the analyzed net. This can include a 
PMOS transistor bulk terminal bin, a PMOS transistor source 
and drain terminal bin, a NMOS transistor bulk terminal bin, 
a NMOS transistor source and drain terminal bin, a diode 
cathode bin, a diode anode bin, and a capacitor terminal bin. 
Here, often at least one preset mathematical description of a 
power net or a ground net can be obtained by counting capaci 
tors. Specifically, the Software can recognize that a capacitor 
bin (indicating that the analyzed net is coupled to a capacitor) 
has a capacitor count that is both greater than a preset per 
centage of the total number of device terminals coupled to the 
analyzed net (e.g. capacitor count greater than X%), and is 
also greater than one. Other criteria also may be used as well. 

Analysis at the Transfer Switch Level 

0156. In some embodiments, rather than always examin 
ing the circuit at the individual PFET and NFET device level, 
it is often useful to go to a slightly higher level (e.g. transfer 
switch level) for the contention analysis. 
0157 FIG. 16 shows a frequent digital circuit method of 
Switching digital signals through “transfer Switches' or 
“passgates' formed by PFET and NFET devices connected 
with a distinctive topology. In some embodiments, the inven 
tion's Software may be configured to recognize such transfer 
Switches/passgates, and simplify the logical tree contention 
analysis process by analyzing at the transfer Switch/pass gate 
level, thus requiring fewer nodes in the logical tree analysis. 
0158 Contention is most commonly suspected within 
digital circuits (rather than analog), in areas where digital 
signals are Switched through transfer Switches, sometimes 
referred to as passgates. 
0159. In some embodiments, the invention’s software may 
simplify the analysis of transfer Switches to improve process 
ing efficiency. To do this, the software will often first identify 
transfer Switches by their topological characteristics. In par 
ticular, for transfer switches, as shown in FIG.16, their PFET 
(1601) and NFET (1602) components are typically connected 
with Source and drain terminals in parallel, and gates con 
nected to provide control, usually through a digital inverter 
such as (1603). The software can be configured to recognize 
this type of topology. 
0160. When this type of transfer switch configuration is 
detected, the contention analysis Software can simplify or 
reduce the logical consideration of FETs (1601) and (1602), 
and inverter (1603) to a single element (1604), representing a 
transfer switch. The function of the transfer switch (1604) is 
to either make or break a DC connection between two termi 
nals (1605) and (1606). This simplified transfer switch 
(1604), when used in a decision tree, occupies fewer logical 
nodes than would have been occupied by the more complex 
parts (1601), (1602), and (1603), thus reducing analysis com 
plexity. 
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0.161 This transfer switch approach is highly useful and is 
also employed in FIG. 17 and FIG. 18 below. 
0162 FIG. 17, which focuses on one of the most important 
or serious types of contention, also shows an example of a 
logical tree contention analysis of a circuit, here done at the 
transfer Switch/passgate level. 
0163. In contrast to FIG. 3B earlier, which gave a more 
general definition of contention, FIG. 17 is best viewed as a 
“poster child' for a type of contention that the invention can 
detect that is useful and important to report to circuit design 
and debugging engineers. 
0.164 AS previously discussed, the contention analysis 
software will often be configured so that if the expanding 
logic tree representation of a previous level of predecessor 
circuit portions determines that two or more digital drivers in 
the predecessor circuit have outputs connected together (thus 
forming a short circuit), then the software will be configured 
to further determine that this predecessor circuit portion rep 
resents a potential contention configuration. 
0.165 Towards that end, it is often also useful to further 
identify transfer switches in the previous level of predecessor 
circuit portions, and simplifying the expanding logic tree 
representation by avoiding further consideration of digital 
signals driven through the transfer Switches, and instead find 
ing conditions where the digital signals are shorted together. 
0166 To expand on these ideas, note that contention is 
commonly suspected in circuits that send digital signals 
through transfer switches, due to (A) the risk that the outputs 
of multiple digital drivers may be inadvertently connected 
together by turning on a DC path of transfer switches between 
them, and (B) the prevalence of these transfer switches in 
digital designs. 
0.167 Thus this is a common source of trouble with con 
tention. Essentially, the digital drivers would be shorted 
together through transfer Switches, which is a bad thing. 
Indeed, it is commonly accepted that digital drivers must 
never have their outputs connected together. This sort of 
engineering rule can be built into the contention analysis 
software as well. 
0168 When constructing a decision tree for a circuit that 
uses transfer Switches, there might arise the assumption that 
nodes in the decision tree must account for all factors of the 
transfer Switches. It might also be assumed that the decision 
tree nodes must represent both the controls of the transfer 
Switches, and the signals passing through the transfer 
Switches. However, at least one aspect of the invention goes 
against these normal assumptions, and instead is based on the 
insight that in fact these factors can be reduced. In fact under 
Some conditions, the Software can basically ignore the signal 
paths, and insteadjust focus on the control paths. Doing so, as 
shown in FIG. 17, results in increased software processing 
efficiency, while still producing accurate results. 
(0169. To illustrate, consider FIG. 17. Note that the deci 
sions made regarding transfer switch (1705) depend partly on 
the state of net Dy (1706). Initially, the state of net Dy (1706) 
may be represented by multiple nodes (1707) in the decision 
tree. The multiple nodes (1707) in the decision tree are both 
possible, because net Dy (1706) is driven by inverter (1708), 
which is a digital driver capable of issuing of these states. 
(0170 However note that nets (1720) and (1721) have both 
been replaced by simplified nodes in the corresponding deci 
sion tree. Transfer switch (1722) is represented by the sim 
plified node (1723), as an expression that does not depend on 
net Nx (1720) in any state. Similarly, Transfer switch (1724) 
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is represented by the simplified node (1725), as an expression 
that does not depend on net Ny (1721) in any state. 
0171 Because it is commonly accepted that digital drivers 
must never have their outputs connected together, it is, there 
fore, acceptable (e.g. an acceptable simplification) to remove 
nets (1720) and (1721) from the decision tree, and reduce the 
appropriate nodes to expressions simply of nets J and K (1723 
and 1725), the conditions by which nets (1720) and (1721) 
would be connected together. 
0172. Thus, in some embodiments of the invention a deci 
sion tree (expanding logic tree) involving transfer Switches 
may be simplified by avoiding consideration of the digital 
signals that are driven through the transfer Switches. In Such 
cases, the decision tree can be optimized to find conditions by 
which the digital signals are shorted together, while avoiding 
consideration of what states those digital signals might be in. 
0173 FIG. 18 shows a further example of a logical tree 
contention analysis of a circuit, here again done at the transfer 
Switch/passgate level. 
(0174. In FIG. 18, the hypothesis that net (1830) will have 
contention is represented by decision tree (1810) node 
(1831). This hypothesis relies on the “or term (1832), which 
represents combinations of transfer switches (1801), (1803), 
and (1805) turning on simultaneously. 
(0175 Node (1802) represents transfer switches (1801) 
and (1803) turning on together, based on the controls of net 
(1810) and (1811). Node (1804) represents transfer switches 
(1803) and (1805) turning on together. Node (1806) repre 
sents transfer switches (1801) and (1805) turning on together. 
0176 It is node (1806) that can be logically satisfied: Net 
(1810) going low leads to nets (1811) and (1812) going high, 
which then satisfy (make true) node (1806). The logical 
true carries up to “or term (1832), and, being logically 
sufficient, carries up further to reach the hypothesis node 
(1831), thereby proving the whole case for net (1830) as 
reaching contention. 
0177 Thus to summarize, expressions in the decision tree 
(expanding logic tree representation) are much the same as 
previously described in parent floating gate application Ser. 
Nos. 13/347,721 and 12/694,199, the contents of which are 
incorporated herein by reference. However one important 
exception is that in the present contention art, a new conten 
tion state “X” is tested for. 
0.178 Thus for purposes of contention analysis, it is 
important to specify the logical conditions under which the 
new contention state “X” will occur. FIG. 18, as previously 
discussed, explores these logical conditions in more detail 
(0179 Net (1813) will be in contention if any pull-up path 
and any pull-down path exist together. Hence it is a logical 
“OR” of multiple conditions, shown by OR term (1832) of 
multiple conditions (1802), (1804), and (1806). 
0180. The expression for net (1813) in contention is: 
0181 (1810–1 and 1811=1) or (1810–1 and 1812–1) or 
(1811=1 and 1812=1) 
0182. This is in contrast to the parent floating gate appli 
cation Ser. Nos. 13/347,721 and 12/694,199, where for float 
ing gate analysis, the expression for net 1813 would be AND 
ed together, rather than OR-ed together. That is, in contrast to 
the previously described floating (Z) case, where the software 
analyzes for a float condition that must have all drivers off 
together (all AND), by contrast the contention analysis must 
have some drivers “on” together (any pairs OR). 
0183 Thus for a floating gate analysis, the software would 
automatically check for: 
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(0.184 (1810–1 and 1811=1) and (1810–1 and 1812=1) 
and (1811=1 and 1812=1) 
0185. While for a contention analysis, the software would 
automatically check for: 
0186 (1810–1 and 1811=1) or (1810–1 and 1812–1) or 
(1811=1 and 1812=1) 
0187. Not all contention findings are equally important, 
and in some embodiments, the invention’s software will also 
attempt to rank various contention findings according to a 
prioritization scheme. 
0188 In some embodiments, this prioritization scheme or 

list would rank contention findings as follows: 
0189 1. Those potential contention digital drivers that are 
always directly and unconditionally shorted together can be 
reported as a high priority direct contention type. 
0.190 2. Those potential contention digital drivers that are 
only connected together under Some conditions can be 
reported as lower priority conditional contention types, pref 
erably along with a logical tree obtained listing of the condi 
tions under which the conditional contention occurs. 
0191 3. Those potential contention digital drivers that are 
from a net that cannot be automatically determined to be a 
CMOS digital logic net can be reported as lower priority 
“proven but unknown circuit type' contention type. 
0.192 On occasions where the logic tree representation of 
a previous level of predecessor circuit portions may deter 
mine that two or more digital drivers comprise a digital mul 
tiplexer or other node between digital drivers such that the 
digital drivers may be turned on in overlapping states so as to 
short the outputs of said digital drivers together. In these 
situations, the contention analysis software can further deter 
mine and report that this predecessor circuit portion indicates 
a potential or conditional contention configuration. 
0193 Continuing with the prioritization discussion, FIG. 
19 shows an example of a prioritization scheme by which 
certain types of contention problems may be reported. 
0194 Further, while evaluating nets for contention, cer 
tain indicators will be encountered that can then be used to 
prioritize the reported violations. It is beneficial to the end 
user that the reported violations are prioritized: 
0.195 As previously discussed, where the output of two 
logic drivers are directly and unconditionally shorted together 
(such as in FIG. 19), the software can be configured to rec 
ognize that this type of violation is a direct connection' con 
tention case. That is here, particular, net (1901) is known to be 
in contention due to a direct, constant connection. As such, 
the software may reporta net such as (1901) may with certain, 
specific text messages or graphical elements that inform that 
the user this is a case of “direct connection' type contention. 
0196. By contrast, where the output of logic drivers are 
connected together only under certain conditions, such as in 
drawing (1800), it the contention analysis software may be 
configured to report to the user that Such certain conditions 
are necessary for contention to occur. Therefore, the software 
may report net (1812) with certain specific text messages or 
graphical elements that inform that this is a case of “condi 
tional contention'. 
0.197 Furthermore, it is often useful to configure the soft 
ware to further report additional details such as the conditions 
that result in the conditional contention. These conditions are 
the expressions (1802), (1804), (1806) that are extracted from 
the decision tree (1810) that proved this violation (1812). 
(0198 Where a net is not detected as part of CMOS digital 
logic, but is proven by decision tree to be in contention, this 
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may be also reported with various specific text message or 
graphical elements informing that this contention is “proven, 
but from an unknown circuit type'. This is exemplified in 
FIG.3B, net (B307). This is an example where the net (B307) 
is known to be in contention, but, due to its not being identi 
fied as CMOS digital logic, this type of contention may be of 
reduced interest to the end user. 

(0199. Note further that Net (1901) is directly connected to 
the output nodes of CMOS digital logic (as previously dis 
cussed in FIG. 14). Because there are multiple such output 
nodes on net (1901), the software may be configured to con 
clude by inspection that (1901) is unconditionally in conten 
tion, and should be directly reported (e.g. reported with high 
priority). 
0200. As another example, Net (1902) is connected to net 
(1903) through resistor (1904). Each of net (1902) and (1903) 
has CMOS digital logic drivers connected. Because only a 
single logic driver is connected to these nets, this case evades 
detection by inspection (net 1901, above), thereby having a 
decision tree (1910) constructed for it. In decision tree 
(1910), the expressions for nets (1902) and (1903) are 
reduced to “possible' (as described in FIG. 17), and the 
resultant hypothesis (1711) is proven true. Thus the software 
can be configured to report that net (1702) is also in conten 
tion. 

0201 Based on the various categorization, above, and 
other priority rankings, often with specific text messages or 
graphical indicators that describe the violations, these viola 
tions may then be assigned relative ranking, or priority, in 
order to guide the end user to the most important violations 
first. 

0202 FIG. 20 shows an alternate flow chart, showing 
another perspective and embodiment on how the inventions 
Software may perform the overall contention analysis. 

1. A computerized software implemented method for iden 
tifying instances of digital drivers that are in a contention 
configuration which creates multiple conflicting current 
paths with respect to power or ground nets in an electronic 
circuit design specification of a netlist of a complex integrated 
circuit chip comprising a plurality of nets and electrically 
interconnected transistors, said method comprising: 

obtaining said electronic circuit design in computer read 
able form; 

using at least one computer processor to perform the steps 
of: 

automatically determining which of said transistors are 
configured as digital drivers; 

for at each net comprised of a plurality of digital drivers for 
which an analysis is desired, performing a logic expan 
sion to create a logic tree representation of a previous 
level of predecessor circuit portions that drive a state of 
each said digital driver, and determining if any states of 
predecessor nodes in the previous level of the predeces 
Sor circuit portions are such as to simultaneously create 
a pull up path to said power net and a pull down path to 
said ground net, thereby indicating a potential conten 
tion configuration; 

repeating said logic expansion for the next previous levels 
of the predecessor circuit portions, seeking logical con 
flicts within the expanding logic tree representation, 
until it can be determined that either no predecessor 
circuit portion can cause said potential contention con 
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figuration, or until a predecessor circuit portion that does 
cause said potential contention configuration is identi 
fied; and 

if such predecessor circuit portion that does cause said 
potential contention configuration is identified, report 
ing an identity of each digital driver in said predecessor 
circuit portion as a potential contention digital driver. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said logic tree represen 
tation is a Boolean logic tree, and wherein said method pro 
vides a logical proofto identify that said digital driver in said 
predecessor circuit portion is a potential contention digital 
driver. 

3. The method of claim 1, further analyzing said potential 
contention digital drivers through either a list of exclusions, 
and/or a prioritization list, and then reporting at least the 
non-excluded results to a user listed by priority. 

4. The method of claim 3, wherein said prioritization list 
ranks on the basis of 

a) those potential contention digital drivers that are always 
directly and unconditionally shorted together are 
reported as a high priority direct contention type; 

b) those potential contention digital drivers that are only 
connected together under Some conditions are reported 
as lower priority conditional contention types, along 
with a logical tree obtained listing of the conditions 
under which the conditional contention occurs; 

c) those potential contention digital drivers that are from a 
net that cannot be automatically determined to be a 
CMOS digital logic net are reported as lower priority 
proven but unknown circuit type contention type. 

5. The method of claim 1, further identifying, without 
requiring a-prioi knowledge of which of said nets are power 
or ground nets, those nets that are statistically likely to be 
power or ground nets, said method comprising: 

using at least one computer processor, Software, and 
memory to analyze said nets from said netlist, and for 
each analyzed net: 

a) determining electrical properties of each device or 
device terminal that is coupled to said analyzed net, and 
Sorting said electrical properties for each device or 
device terminal into a series of bins, thereby creating a 
mathematical description of overall electrical properties 
of various devices that are coupled to said analyzed net; 

b) comparing said mathematical description with at least 
one preset mathematical description of a power net or a 
ground net; and 

if said mathematical description falls within said at least 
one preset mathematical description of a power net or a 
ground net, then at least provisionally determining that 
said analyzed net is a power net or a ground net, and 
storing a result of said determining in memory for later 
SC. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein said digital drivers 
comprise PFET and NFET devices or a combination of PFET 
and NFET devices. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein said digital drivers are 
determined by automatically tracing NFET pull down paths 
to said ground nets, and PFET pull up paths to said power 
nets, and determining that a gating signal controlling said 
NFET pull down paths also is a gating signal controlling said 
PFET pull up paths. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein if said logic tree repre 
sentation of a previous level of predecessor circuit portions 
determines that two or more digital drivers in said predeces 
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Sor circuit have outputs connected together, thus forming a 
short circuit, then further determining that said predecessor 
circuit portion indicates a potential contention configuration. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein if said logic tree repre 
sentation of a previous level of predecessor circuit portions 
determines that two or more digital drivers comprise a digital 
multiplexer or other node between digital drivers, wherein 
said multiplexer or node is Switched on in overlapping states 
So as to short the outputs of said digital drivers together, then 
further determining that said predecessor circuit portion indi 
cates a potential or conditional contention configuration. 

10. The method of claim 1, wherein selecting nets for the 
desired analysis is done by selecting those nets in said elec 
tronic circuit design that connect either directly, or by DC 
resistive paths, to both PFET and NFET devices at either the 
PFET source or drain pins, or the NFET source or drain pins. 

11. The method of claim 10, wherein selecting nets for the 
desired analysis is further narrowed by further selecting those 
nets that are determined to have CMOS digital logic outputs, 
but not connected to analog circuit portions of said electronic 
circuit design; 

wherein analog circuit portions of said electronic circuit 
design comprise at least one of diodes, diode-tied FETS, 
capacitors, capacitor-tied FETs, or bipolar transistors. 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein selecting nets for the 
desired analysis is further narrowed by further giving higher 
analysis priority to nets that either span across multiple logic 
circuit portions of said electronic circuit design, or which are 
connected to signal paths of switch components of said elec 
tronic circuit; 

and then reporting the results to a user in a manner that 
gives higher priority to nets that either span across mul 
tiple logic circuit portions of said electronic circuit 
design, or which are connected to signal paths of Switch 
components of said electronic circuit. 

13. The method of claim 1, further identifying transfer 
Switches in said previous level of predecessor circuit portions, 
and simplifying said expanding logic tree representation by 
avoiding further consideration of digital signals driven 
through said transfer Switches, and instead finding Switch 
control conditions where said digital signals are shorted 
together. 

14. A computerized software implemented method for 
identifying instances of digital drivers that are in a contention 
configuration which creates multiple conflicting current 
paths with respect to power or ground nets in an electronic 
circuit design specification of a netlist of a complex integrated 
circuit chip comprising a plurality of nets and electrically 
interconnected transistors, said method comprising: 

obtaining said electronic circuit design in computer read 
able form; 

using at least one computer processor to perform the steps 
of: 

automatically determining those nets that are statistically 
likely to be power or ground nets; 

automatically determining which of said transistors are 
configured as digital drivers; 

wherein said digital drivers comprise PFET and NFET 
devices or a combination of PFET and NFET devices; 

wherein said digital drivers are determined by automati 
cally tracing NFET pull down paths to said ground nets, 
and PFET pull up paths to said power nets, and deter 
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mining that a gating signal controlling said NFET pull 
down paths also is a gating signal controlling said PFET 
pull up paths; 

for at each net comprised of a plurality of digital drivers for 
which an analysis is desired, performing a logic expan 
sion to create a logic tree representation of a previous 
level of predecessor circuit portions that drive a state of 
each said digital driver, and determining if any states of 
predecessor nodes in the previous level of the predeces 
Sor circuit portions are Such as to simultaneously create 
a pull up path to said power net and a pull down path to 
said ground net, thereby indicating a potential conten 
tion configuration; 

wherein said logic tree representation is a Boolean logic 
tree, and wherein said method provides a logical proofto 
identify that said digital driver in said predecessor circuit 
portion is a potential contention digital driver, 

repeating said logic expansion for the next previous levels 
of the predecessor circuit portions, seeking logical con 
flicts within the expanding logic tree representation, 
until it can be determined that either no predecessor 
circuit portion can cause said potential contention con 
figuration, or until a predecessor circuit portion that does 
cause said potential contention configuration is identi 
fied; and 

if such predecessor circuit portion that does cause said 
potential contention configuration is identified, further 
analyzing said potential contention digital drivers 
through either a list of exclusions, and/or a prioritization 
list, and then reporting, listed by priority at least the 
non-excluded results and identity of each digital driver 
in said predecessor circuit portion as a potential conten 
tion digital driver. 

15. The method of claim 14, wherein said prioritization list 
ranks on the basis of 

a) those potential contention digital drivers that are always 
directly and unconditionally shorted together are 
reported as a high priority direct contention type; 

b) those potential contention digital drivers that are only 
connected together under Some conditions are reported 
as lower priority conditional contention types, along 
with a logical tree obtained listing of the conditions 
under which the conditional contention occurs; 

c) those potential contention digital drivers that are from a 
net that cannot be automatically determined to be a 
CMOS digital logic net are reported as lower priority 
proven but unknown circuit type contention type. 

16. The method of claim 14, wherein if said logic tree 
representation of a previous level of predecessor circuit por 
tions determines that two or more digital drivers in said pre 
decessor circuit have outputs connected together, thus form 
ing a short circuit, then further determining that said 
predecessor circuit portion indicates a potential contention 
configuration; and 

wherein if said logic tree representation of a previous level 
of predecessor circuit portions determines that two or 
more digital drivers comprise a digital multiplexer or 
other node between digital drivers, wherein said multi 
plexer or node is Switched on in overlapping states so as 
to short the outputs of said digital drivers together, then 
further determining that said predecessor circuit portion 
indicates a potential contention configuration. 

17. The method of claim 14, wherein selecting nets for the 
desired analysis is done by selecting those nets in said elec 
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tronic circuit design that connect either directly, or by DC 
resistive paths, to both PFET and NFET devices at either the 
PFET source or drain pins, or the NFET source or drain pins; 
and 

wherein selecting nets for the desired analysis is further 
narrowed by further selecting those nets that are deter 
mined to have CMOS digital logic outputs, but not con 
nected to analog circuit portions of said electronic cir 
cuit design; 

wherein analog circuit portions of said electronic circuit 
design comprise at least one of diodes, diode-tied FETS, 
capacitors, capacitor-tied FETs, or bipolar transistors. 

18. The method of claim 17, wherein selecting nets for the 
desired analysis is further narrowed by further giving higher 
analysis priority to nets that either span across multiple logic 
circuit portions of said electronic circuit design, or which are 
connected to signal paths of Switch components of said elec 
tronic circuit; 

and then reporting the results to a user in a manner that 
gives higher priority to nets that either span across mul 
tiple logic circuit portions of said electronic circuit 
design, or which are connected to signal paths of Switch 
components of said electronic circuit. 

19. The method of claim 14, wherein automatically deter 
mining those nets that are statistically likely to be power or 
ground nets comprises further identifying, without requiring 
a-prioi knowledge of which of said nets are power or ground 
nets, those nets that are statistically likely to be power or 
ground nets, said method comprising: 

using at least one computer processor, Software, and 
memory to analyze said nets from said netlist, and for 
each analyzed net: 

a) determining electrical properties of each device or 
device terminal that is coupled to said analyzed net, and 
Sorting said electrical properties for each device or 
device terminal into a series of bins, thereby creating a 
mathematical description of overall electrical properties 
of various devices that are coupled to said analyzed net; 

b) comparing said mathematical description with at least 
one preset mathematical description of a power net or a 
ground net; and 

if said mathematical description falls within said at least 
one preset mathematical description of a power net or a 
ground net, then at least provisionally determining that 
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said analyzed net is a power net or a ground net, and 
storing a result of said determining in memory for later 
SC. 

20. A computerized software implemented method for 
identifying instances of drivers that are in a contention con 
figuration which creates multiple conflicting current paths 
with respect to power or ground nets in an electronic circuit 
design specification of a netlist of a complex integrated circuit 
chip comprising a plurality of nets and electrically intercon 
nected transistors, said method comprising: 

obtaining said electronic circuit design in computer read 
able form; 

using at least one computer processor to perform the steps 
of: 

automatically determining which of said transistors are 
configured as drivers; 

for at each net comprised of a plurality of drivers for which 
an analysis is desired, performing a logic expansion to 
create a logic tree representation of a previous level of 
predecessor circuit portions that drive a state of each said 
driver, and determining if any states of predecessor 
nodes in the previous level of the predecessor circuit 
portions are Such as to simultaneously create a pull up 
path to said power net and a pull down path to said 
ground net, thereby indicating a potential contention 
configuration; 

repeating said logic expansion for the next previous levels 
of the predecessor circuit portions, seeking logical con 
flicts within the expanding logic tree representation, 
until it can be determined that either no predecessor 
circuit portion can cause said potential contention con 
figuration, or until a predecessor circuit portion that does 
cause said potential contention configuration is identi 
fied; and 

if such predecessor circuit portion that does cause said 
potential contention configuration is identified, report 
ing an identity of each driver in said predecessor circuit 
portion as a potential contention driver. 

21. The method of claim 20, wherein said drivers are digital 
drivers. 


